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Details of Visit:

Author: The Greek
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 16 Oct 2021 19:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

The well known establishment in Victoria, downstairs

The Lady:

Young long hair Brunete, tall and slim with perky tits, Romanian
Small tattoo around her body

The Story:

I read the other reviews with Yes, but also they mention Vanilla service, and i wonder how Vanilla
can the be since they all like her service....
Well i was wrong....
I enter the basement 18:55, and then she come at 19:00, then i give the cash and my own good
condom for later, she started with introduction and light lip kisses., then some more light kisses
standing, she suggested we should go in bed, we did and i started kissing her small nipples on both
tits, and alternate between light lip kisses, after a while on that she use a wipe on me, and
proceeded for some owo, all this time she was play with my dick, the oral was not deep, just bellow
the head, i suggested 69, then she said ok but no fingers and no tongue !!, she took position above
me, in a way that was very hard to reach her pussy, only the tip od it, anyway i did not argue, then
after a seccond of oral, she started just play me with her hand for minutes. The position and the
hand made me uncomfortable and i started loose interest quickly, anyway after few minutes she
took the condom and opened, then she apply it on me,, and when she try to give some oral with
that, she noticed that is mint flavoured and she said that has a sensitivity to that, so she remove it
and use another one from her bag, a thick one...i started loose more interest, anyway she play more
with hand and a bit of oral, then she climbs on top, and started a quick bounce to the point that few
times my dick went out so she had to insert by hand again, and we continue like that, no noise no
interest, she closed her eyes and look away...
She suggested we change position, and i agree, so i stand on the flor, and positioned on the edge
of the bed for some doggy, and believe me i try hard to finish, she make few noises, and then she
offer me some wet wipes so i can remove myself the condom and clean myself, still we had almost
10 min left, but i started dress up, and having a usual chit chat, where i mention that i read reviews
here, and she said that her friend Jules has some negative but is not her fault since the girls are
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non click with everybody.
For me this service is equal to Soho 25£ but no more than that, she has a good manner and smile,
but everything else is missing, she is miles away from a proper 80£ Gfe....
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